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Indian languages:                         
written and spoken
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Although most Indian languages are spoken as they are written, 
there are few exceptions

• In contemporary Tamil, the glyph (graphical representation) for
consonant Ka (     ) represents Ka and the consonant Kha. There is 
no separate glyph for the consonant Kha (     ).

• Traditional Hindi (Devanagari script) has no provision for ‘short e’
(    )and ‘short o’ (     )which exists in Kannada.

• Bengali ‘A’ is written as ‘A’ (      ) but pronounced as similar to  
‘Awe’.



Single word with different pronunciations in 
different Indian languages
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Proper name: written and spoken 

written

written

spoken

spoken
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Sentences: written   
and spoken
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The following 4 extensions 
are being proposed:

1.<say-as-if>

2.<say-to-self>

3.<say-bil>

4.<pnps>
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1. </say-as-if> 
This extension will help to establish
co-relationship in written and spoken words. 

Marathi Vedic Sanskrit
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2. </say-to-self> 
This is an extension for “thinking aloud”
type of speech in which non linguistic 
sounds can be represented. 

Sad

Negation

Sigh

Positive
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3. </say-bil> 
This extension will help when the speaker changes 
his language suddenly and frequently. This 
bi-lingual speech characteristic is often witnessed 
in the present audio visual media in India. If 
language changes from Lan1 to Lan2, some of the 
speech characteristic of Lan1 is carried to Lan2.

Marathi – Hindi – Marathi 
Tamil – English – Tamil 
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This extension is for proper nouns. Even if a 
proper noun is traditionally written in two 
parts, this extension will pronounce it as one 
whole. 

RuDra Dharmaa - spoken as Rudradharma
Kamal Kishor - spoken as Kamalkishor
with their respective phoneme strings.

4. </pnps> 
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Position Statement 

The identification of phonemic strings and the process of 
addition of phonemes* to form syllables and words must be the 
basis for written text as well as spoken text in Indian languages. 

The conversion of phonemic strings into written text or spoken 
text (speech) needs to be done through digital technology.

* A single indivisible sound unit.
Theoretical representation of a sound. It is a sound of a language
as represented (or imagined) without reference to its 
position in a word or phrase.

A phoneme is the smallest contrastive unit 
in the sound system of a language.
Source: wikipedia.org

The smallest identifiable unit found in a stream of speech.
Source: www.sil.org
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